December 19, 2018; 11am-12:30pm, SRB Fishbowl

Attendees: Dwayne, Emily, Han, Jack, Julio, Katherine, Sarah, Craig

Check-in

- Introductions (Name, Pronouns, Department, Fun Plans)

Sub-committee Updates

- Names and Pronouns in University Systems - Sarah Ross Elizalde
  - Updates
    - Meeting on Friday
    - Following up on Action Items, including:
      - Craig’s outreach re: their systems’ capabilities to handle pronouns
      - Josh checking in with Joe re: increasing reach of project
      - Education work moving to larger Cultural Training/Education/Programming subcommittee
      - Prioritizing SB 179, Timeline and how that aligns with January 1st implementation

- All Gender Restrooms - Tricia Taylor and Dwayne Mosbey
  - Updates
    - Received a list from Facilities of all of the restrooms on campus
      - Narrowing down the square footage to determine which are single-use
      - Upwards of 200 restrooms to check on signage
      - Campus is responsible for converting signage on single-use restrooms
      - Aiming to submit a finalized list of conversion needs then getting timeline for signage changes
    - Converting restrooms in SSMS to All Gender
      - Needing approval from departments in the building
      - No formal process for converting restrooms, using this as a case study to develop a process for future multi-stall conversion
      - Identifying future multi-stall conversions in places where there are not currently AGRRs
      - Working with Grad Student Union (UAW)
    - Interactive Campus Map updates
      - Geography Department waiting on RCSGD for a full list
      - Taking down non-updated maps?
      - Creating a Google Map (like UCB)
○ Data entry for creating a Google Map (Volunteer Program?)
  ■ Paper Map - Finalizing

● Curriculum Updates - Han Co-Chair
  ○ Updates
    ■ Han and Tamsin to meet

● Housing - Emily Goupil, Julio Maldonado, Brianna Neal, Tri-Chairs
  ○ Updates
    ■ Apartment Location for Rainbow House Expansion
      ● 4 of 7 held apartments assigned
      ● 15-20 apartments held next year for LGBTQ housing (4 residents/apartment, 2 rooms of 2 people per room)
      ● Name: Lavender Living in Santa Ynez, Area of Santa Ynez with an extra RA to allow for more intentional programming and connecting with residents, Accessible area of apartment community
      ● Community vs. LLC
      ● Advertising Needed - LGBTQ Housing Fair, Residential Living Housing Fairs, Will receive update on how other units can support advertising

■ Website Update for LGBTQ/Gender Inclusive Housing
  ● RCSGD Website
    ○ Housing Resources Page under Resources Tab
      ■ On Campus
        ● Gender-Inclusive Housing
        ● Co-ed Housing - List this?
        ● LGBTQ+ Friendly Housing
        ● Link to Housing Webpages, Including definitions for each of the different housing types
      ■ Off Campus
        ● How are we choosing to list certain properties on this page?
        ● Link to Queer Housing Facebook Group
        ● Host information on websites/pages that currently have a lot of traffic

■ Housing Bulletin Board
  ● Online - No widget currently built in Sitefinity
    ○ Building a widget similar to forums in GauchoSpace
  ● Physical Board - In RCSGD Hallway
    ■ Meeting on 1.10.19 at 1:30pm in Mario’s Office

● Health Equity Initiative - Han Koehle
  ○ Updates
■ CAPS is putting together Trans Student Support Group
  ● Important to have group filled, attempting to find a good time/day for students
■ Continuing to review student insurance re: affirming healthcare, UCShip undergoing changes, Might change affirming surgeries coverage, out of pocket maximums, requirements for HRT
■ Halfway through survey of trans student experiences with health and healthcare
  ● Surprises: Students are moving a lot - housing stability and access to safe housing, 20% of respondents have experienced financial cut-off from family due to gender identity, Experiences of health on campus are weirdly polarized (due to other factors? Intersections? Passing? Past care? etc.)
  ● Students mostly do not get information about medical transition from providers but instead for YouTube and peers
  ● Research on-going, moving into Focus Group, more information from students to improve care on campus
  ● Cultural Programming/Education/Outreach - Han Koehle and Craig Leets
    ○ Updates
      ■ Pronouns Work to be done
      ■ Faculty education on the list
      ■ Statement re: SB 179

User Stories
  ● To support the implementation of Pronouns in University Systems, the Trans Task Force has been asked to generate “User Stories” to illustrate how users will interface with pronouns in their role on campus.

Next Meeting
  ● Wednesday, January 30, 2019, from 11:00am-12:30pm in SRB Fishbowl